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A one-name study is an exciting new journey into

About One-Name Studies

your surname's past. It involves the collection of

Surnames and their History

all the occurrences of a surname and biographical

Core Records you will need
and Information gathering
Analysing and making sense
of your data
Practical aspects of running
your own One-Name Study

data about everybody who shares that surname.
This course is an introduction to one-name
studies, written with the guidance of the Guild of
One-Name Studies and is suitable for all
genealogists who have woken up to the knowledge
that they have an interesting and unusual
surname.

You will learn about the history and
study of surnames; which surnames
are suitable for a study, what a onename study consists of, and how to get
started.
We cover how to collect and analyse
data from the core records. You learn

JULIE GOUCHER

One-Name Studies

about all the practical aspects of
running a one name study; collecting
data, how to publicise your study, data
protection, publish results and make
sure your study is preserved for others
in the future.
You will also learn how the Guild of
One-Name Studies guides and
supports its members.
Non Guild members signing up for the
course will get FREE Guild Membership
for the remainder of the financial year.

Julie Goucher's paternal ancestry is
from Sicily and it was researching the
Italian surname of Orlando that was
Julie’s first step into the concept of
One-Name Studies, when Julie began
noting all the Orlando’s as she
researched. Julie has been the
project administrator for the Orlando
DNA Project hosted at
FamilyTreeDNA since 2007. Julie now
spends her time writing for the InDepth Genealogist, a US based digital

"I thoroughly enjoyed the course"

genealogy magazine, writing for a
variety of other magazines & books.
Julie has also presented & lectured at
Who Do You Think You Are? Live, the
Society of Genealogists and globally
either in person or electronically.
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